
 

Hethersett Academy Curriculum Plan  
Drama Department: Yr 11 
 

w/c On site work Offsite work Assessment Homework 
7 Sep Read through script extracts/discuss 

plot, themes, social/historical 
context  

Read through script extracts/make 
notes on plot, themes, 
social/historical context  

 Research social/historical context of 
the play 

14 Sep An Inspector Calls - Plot and 
characterisation recap 

An Inspector Calls - Plot and 
characterisation recap. Information 
given by me, notes made by student 
 

 Revise An Inspector Calls 
Characterisation/relationships 

21 Sep An Inspector Calls - Costume An Inspector Calls - Costume recap. 
Information given by me, notes 
made by student 
 

Quiz  - check retention Revise An Inspector Calls 
Costume/research materials and 
colours for time period 

28 Sep An Inspector Calls - Set, staging and 
props 

An Inspector Calls - Set, Staging and 
Props recap. Information given by 
me, notes made by student 

 Revise An Inspector Calls 
Set/Staging 

5 Oct An Inspector Calls - Lighting and 
Sound 

An Inspector Calls - Lighting and 
Sound recap.  Information given by 
me, notes made by student 
 

Quiz  - check retention Revise An Inspector Calls 
Lighting and sound terminology 

12 Oct Mock exam practice questions Instructional video 
Set exam practice questions 

Exam question responses Practice Exam questions 

19 Oct Mock exam practice questions Instructional video 
Set exam practice questions 

Exam question responses Practice Exam questions 

HALF TERM 
2 Nov Mock exam/prep    
9 Nov Mock exam/prep    
16 Nov Read through the script extracts  in 

pairs and analyse what is happening 
in each scene 

Read through the script extracts 
and analyse what is happening in 
each scene (make notes) 

Understanding of text - this can be 
ascertained through 
discussion/notes 

Re-read extracts and add anything 
additional to analysis 

23 Nov Annotate  extract one in pairs and 
run through/amend annotation as 
necessary 

Annotate  extract one. Read 
through/amend annotation as 
necessary 

Performance/Annotation 
(Amending annotation based on 
outcomes from 
performance/annotation) 

Create a role on the wall/character 
profile for character is extract one 

30 Nov Create/rehearse extract One Write character motivation for 
extract one 

Practical work 
Written motivation (feedback) 

Write character motivation for 
extract one (If in school) 



 

  

7 Dec Annotate  extract Two in pairs and 
run through/amend annotation as 
necessary 

Annotate  extract two and read 
through/amend annotation as 
necessary 

Performance/Annotation 
(Amending annotation based on 
outcomes from 
performance/annotation) 

Create a role on the wall/character 
profile for character is extract two 

14 Dec Create/rehearse extract Two Write character motivation for 
extract two 

Practical work 
Written motivation (feedback) 

Write character motivation for 
extract two (If in school) 



 

 
Hethersett Academy Curriculum Plan  
Drama Department: Yr 10 
 

w/c On site work Offsite work Assessment Homework 
7 Sep Devised work - Groups to start 

generating ideas for a performance 
from a stimulus 

Research different ways to explore 
self devised Drama. 

 Write a detailed account of the 
group work carried out for this 
lesson. Include what worked well 
and what didn’t work so well. 
Write any key/significant moments. 
 

14 Sep Recap material devised so far. 
Narration - Groups to explore 
narration within the lesson and add 
to a new devised scene 

Research Narration and Hot seating. 
Write about the different ways they 
can be used within a performance 
and their desired effect. 
Do any Drama Practitioners use 
these techniques? Why/How? 

Development of practical work and 
the successful implementation of 
explorative strategies. 
 
Through content/quality of written 
work 

Write a detailed account of the 
group work carried out for this 
lesson. Include what worked well 
and what didn’t work so well. 
Write any key/significant moments. 

21 Sep Recap material devised so far. 
Still Image - Groups to explore the 
use of Still Image to ‘mark the 
moment’ within the lesson and add 
to a new devised scene. 

Research Still Image/Marking the 
Moment. Write about the different 
ways they can be used within a 
performance and their desired 
effect. Do any Drama Practitioners 
use these techniques? Why/How? 

Development of practical work and 
the successful implementation of 
explorative strategies. 
 
Through content/quality of written 
work 

Write a detailed account of the 
group work carried out for this 
lesson. Include what worked well 
and what didn’t work so well. 
Write any key/significant moments. 

28 Sep Recap material devised so far. 
Cross Cutting/Flash back - Groups to 
explore the above  strategies within 
the lesson and add one of them to a 
new devised scene. 
 

Research Cross Cutting/Flash Back. 
Write about the different ways they 
can be used within a performance 
and their desired effect. Do any 
Drama Practitioners use these 
techniques? Why/How? 
 
. 

Development of practical work and 
the successful implementation of 
explorative strategies. 
 
Through content/quality of written 
work 

Write a detailed account of the 
group work carried out for this 
lesson. Include what worked well 
and what didn’t work so well. 
Write any key/significant moments. 

5 Oct Recap material devised so far. 
Add in any new material necessary 
to make the story/Drama flow. 
 

Research Forum Theatre. Write 
about the different ways it can be 
used within a performance and its 
desired effect. Which Drama 
Practitioner pioneered this 
technique? Why/How? 
 

Development of practical work and 
the successful implementation of 
explorative strategies. 
 
Through content/quality of written 
work 

Write a detailed account of the 
group work carried out for this 
lesson. Include what worked well 
and what didn’t work so well. 
Write any key/significant moments. 



 

  

 
12 Oct Groups to work on transitions 

between scenes. Rehearse and 
polish performance 

Watch a play on Youtube. 
Make notes about any different 
forms/explorative strategies  seen in 
the performance. 

 Write a detailed account of the 
group work carried out for this 
lesson. Include what worked well 
and what didn’t work so well. 
Write any key/significant moments. 

19 Oct Rehearse and perform work in front 
of  class. Discuss and offer feedback. 

Write an evaluation of the use of 
forms/strategies within the 
performance.  

Performance 
Evaluation 

Write an evaluation, inclusive of 
your contributions to the 
performance and whether you feel 
you met with your intentions. 

HALF TERM 
2 Nov Written - Portfolio -  Q1 Follow instructions on how to 

approach the response. Answer Q1 
Content of portfolio and response to 
feedback 

Finish writing response to question 

9 Nov Written - Portfolio -  Q2 Follow instructions on how to 
approach the response. Answer Q2 

Content of portfolio and response to 
feedback 

Finish writing responses to 
questions and use feedback to 
improve previous question 
response. 

16 Nov Written - Portfolio -  Q3 Follow instructions on how to 
approach the response. Answer Q3 

Content of portfolio and response to 
feedback 

Finish writing responses to 
questions and use feedback to 
improve previous question 
response. 

23 Nov Written - Portfolio -  Q4 Follow instructions on how to 
approach the response. Answer Q4 

Content of portfolio and response to 
feedback 

Finish writing responses to 
questions and use feedback to 
improve previous question 
response. 

30 Nov Written - Portfolio -  Q5 Follow instructions on how to 
approach the response. Answer Q5 

Content of portfolio and response to 
feedback 

Finish writing responses to 
questions and use feedback to 
improve previous question 
response. 

7 Dec Written - Portfolio -  Q 6 Follow instructions on how to 
approach the response. Answer Q6 

Content of portfolio and response to 
feedback 

Finish writing responses to 
questions and use feedback to 
improve previous question 
response. 

14 Dec Written - Portfolio -  Improve using 
Feedback 

Portfolio - Improve using feedback Content of portfolio and response to 
feedback 

 



 

Hethersett Academy Curriculum Plan  
Drama Department: Yr 9 
 

w/c On site work Offsite work  Assessment Homework 
7 Sep Discuss course specification 

Get to know you tasks 
Introduction to Explorative 
strategies 

Course specification 
Overview of SOW 
Introduction to to Explorative 
strategies 

  

14 Sep Role Play  
Creating Drama from a stimulus 
Characterisation 
 

Read the definition of role play. 
Research different ways to explore 
self devised Drama. 

Group work/performance 
 

Write a role on the wall for the 
character created in the lesson 

21 Sep Still Image/Narration - Practical 
exploration 
(Theatre Practitioner Brecht) 

Research Still Image and Narration. 
Write the definition, the different 
ways they can be used within a 
performance and their desired 
effect. 
Do any Drama Practitioners use 
these techniques? Why/How? 

Performance Research Brecht 

28 Sep Forum Theatre - Practical 
exploration 
(Theatre Practitioner Boal) 

Research Forum Theatre. Write 
about the different ways it can be 
used within a performance and its 
desired effect. Which Drama  

Performance Research Boal 

5 Oct Cross-Cutting/Flash back - Practical 
exploration 
(Theatre Practitioner Brecht) 

Research Cross-Cutting and 
Flashback. Write the definition, the 
different ways they can be used 
within a performance and their 
desired effect. 
Do any Drama Practitioners use 
these techniques? Why/How? 

Performance Research Stsanislavski 

12 Oct Monologues/Script writing 
(Theatre practitioner Stanislavski) 
 

Read information about Stanislavski 
(Realism) 
Use a stimulus to generate ideas. 
Write a Monologue 
 

 Rehearse Monologue 
Make any amendments 

19 Oct Performance of 
Monologues/Feedback 

Rehearse Monologue, record and 
upload to Google Classroom for 
feedback. 

Performance  



 

 
 
  

HALF TERM 
2 Nov Read script Missing Dan Nolan 

Groups - select scene/characters 
Read script Missing Dan Nolan  Learn script 

9 Nov Groups block  scene and 
annotate script 

Annotate the script, stage 
directions/delivery of lines 

 learn script 

16 Nov Groups hot seat characters and 
write character motivation. Run 
through scenes. 

Create a Character Profile/Role on 
the wall for 4 characters 

Assessment of Characterisation Learn script 

23 Nov Rehearse and polish performances 
of script 

Write character motivation and 
objective for 4 characters 

 Create a character profile/Role on 
the wall 

30 Nov Rehearse and polish performances 
of script 

Select a monologue from the text. 
Block it and start to learn lines. 

 Write notes on the rehearsal 
process. Why did you make the 
decisions you made,What worked 
well, what didn’t work. 

7 Dec Perform and give feedback Learn lines for monologue Performance Write notes on a performance seen 
14 Dec Written rationale of own 

performance and evaluation of 
another groups performance 

Perform monologue and film it to 
upload to Google classroom. 
Or perform monologue to family 
members and write an evaluation. 

Written evaluation  



 

Hethersett Academy Curriculum Plan  
Drama Department: Yr 8 
 

 
 
  

w/c On site work Offsite work (research KO Section) Assessment Homework 
31 Aug Optional warmup lesson n/a  n/a 
7 Sep Skill Builder lesson 1 Characterisation  Reading 
14 Sep Skill Builder lesson 2 Status  KO Characterisation & Status 
21 Sep Skill Builder lesson 3 Given Circumstances  Reading 
28 Sep Skill Builder lesson 4 Super Objective  KO Given Circ & Super Objective 
5 Oct Skill Builder lesson 5 Genre  Reading 
12 Oct Skill Builder lesson 6 Genre  KO Genre & Spontaneous Improv 
19 Oct Skill Builder lesson 7 Spontaneous Improvisation  Reading 
HALF TERM 
2 Nov Ernie lesson 1 (opening scene p1-4) Script Layout  KO Script Layout & Proxemics 
9 Nov Ernie lesson 3  Proxemics  Reading 
16 Nov Ernie lesson 4 (boxing scene) Blocking  KO Blocking, Phys Theatre & Plot 
23 Nov Ernie lesson 6 (library scene) Physical Theatre & Plot Summary  Reading 
30 Nov Prepare summative performance Revise all sections  KO Revise for test 
7 Dec Summative performance Revise all sections Summative mark Reading (& revise) 
14 Dec KO Test KO Test (google form) KO Test  



 

Hethersett Academy Curriculum Plan  
Drama Department: Yr 7 
 

 
 
 

w/c On site work Offsite work (research KO Section) Assessment Homework 
7 Sep Toolkit lesson 1 What is Drama?  Reading 
14 Sep Toolkit lesson 2 Drama Skills  KO Drama Skills & What is Drama 
21 Sep Toolkit lesson 4 Body Language  Reading 
28 Sep Toolkit lesson 5 Facial Expression  KO Body Language & Facial Exp 
5 Oct Toolkit lesson 6 Voice & Language  Reading 
12 Oct Toolkit lesson 7 Revisit Drama Skills & What is Dr  KO Voice & Language 
19 Oct Toolkit lesson 8 Revisit Body, Face, Voice  Reading 
HALF TERM 
2 Nov Goddesses 1 Space Space & Types of staging  KO Space & Types Staging 
9 Nov Goddesses 2 Form Form  Reading 
16 Nov Goddesses 3 Performing Acting Skills  KO Form & Acting Skills 
23 Nov Goddesses 4 Genre Genre  Reading 
30 Nov Prepare summative performance Theatrical terms  KO Genre & Theatrical Terms 
7 Dec Summative performance & Analysis Analysis = Evaluation Summative mark Reading (& revise) 
14 Dec KO Test KO Test (google form) KO Test  


